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Abstract: 

Efficient performance of mobile applications is vital for user satisfaction and overall app success, 

particularly in resource-constrained environments like mobile devices. Non-functional performance 

parameters such as energy and memory consumption significantly influence user satisfaction. This paper 

provides an extensive overview of non-functional performance optimization techniques for Android 

applications. Through a systematic review of 156 articles published between 2008 and 2020, we 

examine strategies to enhance the efficiency of mobile apps. Our evaluation focuses on four key metrics: 

speed, memory usage, launch time, and power consumption. Utilizing methodologies outlined in the 

literature, we categorize optimization approaches according to each performance criterion. Furthermore, 

we identify areas where existing research is limited, thus guiding future studies in this domain. 

 

 

 الملخص: 
ذات الأداء العالي أمرًا بالغ الأهمية لسعادة المستخدم ونجاح التطبيق. وتستفيد أنواع الأنظمة يعد تطوير تطبيقات الهاتف المحمول 

ذات الموارد المحدودة، مثل الأجهزة المحمولة، بشكل كبير من هذا. وبالتالي يتأثر رضا المستخدم بشكل كبير بمعلمات الأداء غير 
 .الوظيفية مثل استهلاك الطاقة والذاكرة

ي لتطبيقات 
ن الأداء غير الوظيفن ي هذه الدراسة، قمنا بتمشيط  Androidيتم تقديم نظرة عامة شاملة حول تحسير

ن
ي هذه الورقة. ف

ن
ف

ن عامي  156 ا منشورة بير
نً  متمير

ا
ن كفاءة تطبيقات الهاتف المحمول. السرعة والذاكرة ووقت  2020و 2008مقالً تناقش طرق تحسير

ي المقالات ذات الصلة، الإطلاق واستهلاك الطاقة هي ا
ن
ا إل المنهجية المستخدمة ف

ً
ي تقييمنا. واستناد

ن
ي نهدف إليها ف

لمقاييس الأربعة الت 
ي ستوجه 

ي تفتقر إل الأدبيات، والت 
ن لكل معيار من معايير الأداء. بالإضافة إل ذلك، نجد المجالات الت  نقوم بتصنيف أساليب التحسير

 دراساتنا المستقبلية. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Introduction: 
With an estimated 3.2 billion users in 2019, the importance of mobile (handheld) devices, including smartphones, has been 

steadily increasing over the previous decade. These days, most people's primary means of processing data are their 

smartphones. Smartphones allow users to do more than just make and receive calls; they can also access the internet, do math, 

and pay bills, just like on a desktop computer. 

 It is challenging to design programs that can operate on mobile devices (mobile applications) due to the devices' limited 

resources, notwithstanding their capacity. This implies that the features and efficiency of mobile apps are dependent on the 

hardware, software, and present execution environment of the devices running the apps, as well as the phone's physical memory, 

processors, and battery life. 

If developers want their apps to be successful (i.e., used, updated, or uninstalled), they focus on making sure users have a good 

experience and are satisfied. Applications' functional and non-functional qualities, such as whether they work as expected and 

how well they execute, are the primary determinants of user happiness. Functional difficulties can manifest in several ways. 

One example is when features are either not available or are broken. For instance, a game app might not work as described. An 

application's power consumption is an instance of a non-functional attribute. Users will be unsatisfied with any app's 

functionality if it quickly depletes their mobile devices' batteries. 

There is a correlation between the rating that an app receives and its download success. App Stores (like Apple's App Store, 

Google Play, and BlackBerry World) keep track of these ratings. Every single user has a plethora of apps loaded onto their 

phone, contributing to the total number of programs downloaded in 2018 reaching 194 billion. Because there are so many apps, 

mobile apps account for 75% of mobile device usage. A number of studies highlight the significance of addressing software 

problems that impede applications' smooth functioning; however, nonfunctional performance factors also significantly affect 

user happiness. Customer evaluations of actual mobile apps reveal this effect:  

- "This app is really draining my battery life. If a patch isn't provided soon, I'll have to remove it.  

- "It frequently leads me to collide with objects because it is slow and unresponsive to my touches."  

- Revise it to its original state. Slow scrolling.  

- "Keeps GPS active at all times. It drains my battery.  

- "A glorified web portal ad machine is using too much memory." 

Based on 170,000 user reviews, it was shown that applications with poor performance and energy usage tend to get down 

voted. The biggest ratio of uninstallations was caused by energy consumption, out of all the causes of downvoters. 

We give a thorough review of current methods for optimizing the non-functional performance of mobile apps because these 

aspects have a significant impact on user happiness and the success of these apps overall, and because new optimization 

techniques are developed every year. 

In this way, researchers, developers, and practitioners can find solutions to their problems (such as, "How can I improve 

responsiveness by applying changes to the device hardware?" or "How can I reduce energy consumption only by changing 

application source code?"). Nonfunctional features seen in mobile applications are also detailed here, along with information 

on their dependencies. 

The Android platform is the primary subject of our research because, as of this writing, it has the largest market share among 

mobile platforms and is open-source software. 



 

 

 

Categorization of existing optimization approaches for nonfunctional characteristics of mobile applications. 

thorough survey of current methods for optimizing the nonfunctional performance of mobile apps.  

By using this, researchers, developers, and practitioners can find solutions to their problems (such as "How can I improve 

responsiveness by applying changes to the device hardware?" or "How can I reduce energy consumption only by changing 

application source code?"). Nonfunctional features seen in mobile applications are also detailed here, along with information 

on their dependencies. 

The Android platform is the primary subject of our research because, as of this writing, it has the largest market share among 

mobile platforms and is open-source software.  

In order to identify non-functional performance criteria, we first collected and reviewed previous research.  

From this, we derive four non-functional attributes—responsiveness, launch time, memory consumption, and energy 

consumption—that characterize the success of mobile applications according to the users' perceptions of their performance. 

Previous work on each of these features has been organized according to the optimization level (e.g., optimization applied to 

application, platform, or hardware level) and the type of suggested optimization (e.g., prefetching, preloading, display). 

While most methods for improving responsiveness involved modifying the application's source code, we did find that 

modifying the Android platform improved launch time. Memory optimization methods modify the Android platform's source 

code in addition to the application's code. Minimizing energy usage was the main focus of the effort. Relationships between  

 

 

 

 



 

 

the four non-functional performance metrics were also identified; for instance, a rise in energy usage may be associated with 

an improvement in application responsiveness. 

 

We don't know of any other survey that has looked at the correlations between so many non-functional performance metrics. 

Our job, in a nutshell: 

 presents a thorough analysis of the current research on optimizing nonfunctional characteristics for mobile 

applications; 

 classifies optimization methods according to their level and type;  

 finds obstacles and opportunities for future studies in this field.  

  



 

 

Background: 
In this article, we define some important words related to mobile device architecture. Then, the features of the Android platform 

that are considered in this study will be the main focus. We conclude by detailing the ways in which consumers can be impacted 

by the functionality and efficiency of mobile applications. 

- Mobile Devices: 

 
The hardware and software components work together in mobile devices, which are embedded systems. A mobile 

device's architecture is depicted in the previous figure. 

The hardware of a mobile device is its backbone. There is a limit to the capacity of the hardware, which includes the 

battery and physical memory processors. There is a proliferation of personal, group, and community-scale sensing 

applications made possible by the increasing number of sensors included in mobile devices. These sensors include 

accelerometers, digital compasses, GPS, microphones, and cameras. Nevertheless, there is an increase in energy 

consumption due to the utilization of these sensors in applications. 

The mobile platform and the hosted mobile applications are the two primary components of mobile device software. 

An embedded operating system (OS) integrates hardware and software components to construct the mobile platform, 

such as Android or iOS. Memory management, networking, and power management are some of the functions it 

offers. The software libraries that interact with components like the database and media framework are located at the 

top of the operating system in mobile platforms. Apps like calculators, photos, and contacts can be found in mobile 

frameworks like the Android platform or in third-party app stores like the Google Play Store, Apple's iOS App Store, 

Samsung's App World, BlackBerry World, or Windows Phone Store. 

 

- Android: 

 
Android as its foundation, as it is both the most popular mobile platform and an open-source program that makes it 

easier to study and assess mobile systems. The key features of the Android platform are described in the paragraphs 

that follow. 

Android is a Linux-based embedded system. the Linux kernel is the connecting piece between a mobile device's 

hardware and software. Memory, processes, power, and networking access are all managed by it. Flash memory, 

Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, keyboard, and audio drivers are also available. Android Runtime (ART) is a crucial component for 

executing various applications; it sits atop the Linux kernel. With its own virtual machine instance, each application 

operates independently. 

A number of techniques and resources for enhancing the functionality of mobile apps are available on the Android 

platform.  

One example is when the operating system releases memory when the device's available memory is low. That is 

accomplished by removing the LRU cached program from memory using Android's Low Memory Killer (LMK).  

So long as there is enough RAM, cached data will be stored in virtual memory. Android uses zRAM and Kernel Same-

page Merging (KSM) to improve cache memory and fix issues like virtual memory duplicates. While running, these 

approaches use electricity, even though they optimize the cache memory. 

Lastly, for developers, Android offers a set of performance metrics called Android Vitals6 that, if users have 

consented, use actual data from their devices.  

If it does, a number of metrics pertaining to battery life, startup time, and crash stack traces are documented. 

Developers can use these metrics to keep an eye on things like memory and energy usage, find synchronization 

problems, and prevent software failures. 

- User Experience: 

 
For mobile apps to be successful, it is crucial that users have a positive experience with them. There is a correlation 

between the number of downloads and application rating, which is defined as user happiness with an application. 

Users can assess their level of satisfaction after installing and utilizing an application. App Stores feature reviews 

written by actual customers about the apps they offer. Potential new users read these reviews before deciding whether 

or not to download the apps. 

The goal of developing mobile applications is to make users happy, thus developers work on both the functional and 

non-functional aspects. Users' perceptions are shaped by non-functional performance aspects in addition to fatal 

difficulties with functionality, including application crashes. The first features to potentially negatively impact users 

and lead to application uninstallations are non-functional performance factors. Here we will go over some of the non-

functional and functional aspects of mobile apps that could influence how users feel about using them. 

The functional qualities of an application define its behavior, or whether it is carrying out its intended tasks.  

Freezes or crashes, functional issues (such as not receiving push notifications), and feature removal are common 

complaints regarding the functional aspects of programs.  

In terms of how an application really operates, non-functional attributes are king. Despite the fact that non-functional 

attributes are hard to quantify and evaluate, they are an important component of mobile app user happiness. There is 

related study that examines the impact of various non-functional attributes on application performance.  

It is possible to categorize programs based on their functional and nonfunctional features using several approaches.  

The FURPS model differentiates between performance characteristics and other types of attributes, both functional 



 

 

and nonfunctional, in the following ways:  

 Practicality: capabilities, security, generalizability, and feature set; 

 Usability: considerations of people, design, uniformity, and documentation; 

 Reliability (how often and how badly things break, how easy they are to fix, how accurate they are, how long 

it takes for them to break), 

 Considerations of performance include throughput, speed, efficiency, resource consumption, and testability.  

 Considerations of supportability include compatibility, adaptability, configurability, serviceability, install 

ability, localizability, and portability. 

  



 

 

Discussion: 
- Optimization Approaches per Android Layer: 

We noticed that several levels of mobile devices are addressed in the relevant work. There is a difference in the 

distribution of these techniques among the four non-functional performance variables that we examined. 

Most methods for improving responsiveness are application-based and involve modifying the code itself (e.g., by 

removing certain patterns, rearranging code, or prefetching). 

 Optimization strategies for hardware and input/output (I/O) focus on enhancing read/write speeds, accelerating 

bytecode fetching, and making optimal use of central processing unit (CPU) and graphics processing unit (GPU) 

resources. 

The majority of the improvements to launch time have come from enhancements made to the Android framework, 

rather than adjustments made to applications. A common area of focus is the preloading of applications as a means to 

avoid cold starts. Instead of focusing on lowering the launch time, the general direction of the research is to decrease 

the amount of cold starts. 

There has been a plethora of study on optimizing energy use, with nearly every optimization category being covered. 

Many methods focus on improving the software's performance by tweaking its hardware, particularly screens, rather 

than improving its responsiveness, launch time, or memory use. Additionally, the Android operating system governs 

the power mode of components, which is crucial. In addition, API usage significantly affects power usage. 

Specifically, the utilization of global positioning systems. Modifications to the application's source code also lead to 

energy savings, just like responsiveness. Methods such as offloading maximize efficiency in terms of both response 

time and power usage.  

 
- Relationship of Optimization Approaches: 

Energy usage and responsiveness are two key trade-offs that should be considered together. The CPU clock frequency 

is a good illustration of the trade-offs between responsiveness and power consumption; decreasing it reduces power 

consumption but increases responsiveness, and increasing it decreases responsiveness but increases power 

consumption. 

When it comes to application launch, hot starts are better than cold starts because they cut down on startup time and 

energy consumption. 

Power requirements are affected by the storage method and memory system that is selected. A factor in this is the 

amount of memory, since more main memory means more power usage. A bigger amount of memory can be used to 

preload and prefetch more data from applications, which can enhance their launch time, responsiveness, and energy 

consumption. Proof that things could be better is found in the fact that the quantity of blocked memory is directly 

related to the amount of apps cached. You can only have so many preinstalled apps before memory leaks or overflows 

occur. Application launch times have been improved using various memory management algorithms for the LMK. 



 

 

Optimization in Software Engineering: 

optimization methodologies for mobile applications. Research and observations on optimization as it relates to software 

engineering are presented here. 

Consider software requirements while building and optimizing software; these requirements can be either functional or non-

functional, and they can include both business and user needs. It is possible to rank non-functional attributes higher than 

functional ones using various methods for prioritizing needs. 

Software performance engineering (SPE) is a method for measuring and improving system performance. However, measuring 

software performance is challenging because it is ubiquitous and affected by many distinct factors, such as the platform used. 

Software performance engineering (SPE) encompasses all software engineering tasks done to satisfy performance criteria and 

accomplish enhancements. You can measure performance (for things like energy usage, GPUs, responsiveness, and RAM, for 

example) via profiling tools. 

It is possible to apply optimization and improvement strategies to software by building upon performance profilers.  

evolutionary enhancement of programs. Both functional and non-functional aspects, such as energy and memory usage and 

repairs and inclusion of new features, have been enhanced. 

 

- Developer Perspective: 

 
Here, we provide a developer's point of view on mobile app optimization and development, touching on topics such 

as development hurdles. Developers face challenges to normal software development due to the smaller size of 

mobile applications, even though there are certain similarities between cellphones and PCs. 

 

Application development, profiling, and debugging are all aided by tools that developers utilize. In order to aid 

developers in finding errors and inspecting code, static analysis can be utilized. In addition to these tools, there are 

others that can detect non-functional concerns like energy use, generate automated test cases, and conduct security 

assessments. The risk of adding functional problems and reducing code maintainability should be considered by 

developers while fixing non-functional performance issues. Developers in this environment seldom make statement-

level or other micro-optimizations. 

 

Determining the number and kind of platforms to support (e.g., Android, iOS, Windows OS) is an important first 

step for app developers. Be aware that nonfunctional concerns affect all platforms equally; for example, antipatterns 

can be encountered in iOS. Because of the necessity to maintain several codebases, this affects the development 

effort. A cross-platform tool (CPT) is a tool that helps developers create apps that work on several platforms. Doing 

so allows developers to distribute their apps on numerous platforms without still compromising on user experience. 

Applications take longer to launch because to CPTs. 

 

Application performance is also affected by differences in RAM, CPU, and screen size among devices. That is why 

it is crucial for developers to test their apps on various devices. 

 

Phone manufacturers have the power to force Android OS updates that include new features and adjustments. 

distinct smartphone types exhibit distinct behaviors as a result of this. 

 

looked at the variety of phones that utilize apps to aid developers in determining the optimal number of devices to 

test their apps on, as ratings varied between phone models. Applications typically support over a hundred distinct 

phone models, which would necessitate a massive amount of computing power to test on every possible device. 

 

You can utilize the fact that one-third of the gadgets get 80% of the reviews and, by extension, the usage, to your 

advantage when deciding which ones to test first. Instead of counting devices, devices according to user activity 

when testing applications. 

After an app is published, the Google Play Store gives developers pre-launch reports so they may examine the app's 

performance. Up to five languages are tested on various devices. 

 

Android Vitals is another instrument that programmers can employ to evaluate the efficacy and performance of their 

apps. Real users contribute statistics to developers, including battery consumption and crashes]. You can also use the 

same kind of programs to compare things based on non-functional performance metrics like energy consumption.  

 

Manual testing and user reviews are common tools for developers to use in their quest to find performance issues 

and defects. 

 

Based on user reviews, developers can make changes to applications. 

 

Developer identities have a substantial effect on app quality and success, even though they seldom influence app 

choice (11% of users choose an app based on who produced it). The number of photos on the application description 

page, the minimum required SDK, and the apk size are other characteristics that relate to the rating of applications. 



 

 

 

- User Perspective: 

 
Users exhibit a great deal of individualism when it comes to mobile applications. So, it's not possible to generalize 

every optimization strategy. That is why, in order to enhance performance, it is crucial to comprehend user behavior 

as well as variations among users and user groups. 

 

In the end, it's up to the user to determine whether the app's improvements make them happier. 

 

The app, the device, and the characteristics of its components all have a role in how good an app seems to the user. 

Concerns about privacy, hidden charges, and app features are the most often voiced criticisms in user evaluations. 

 

When it comes to the volume of data received, the duration of interactions, and the number of programs used, user 

behavior varies greatly. Even addicted behavior has been observed in certain individuals. Therefore, methods that 

intend to enhance the user experience (by, for example, decreasing power consumption or enhancing 

responsiveness) must be behavior adaptive. The fact that patterns of use might shift in as little as a few days further 

complicates matters. 



 

 

Evaluation and Testing: 

Effective evaluation and testing are essential components of the performance optimization process for Android applications. 

In this section, we discuss methodologies and approaches for evaluating the effectiveness of optimization strategies, as well as 

techniques for testing performance under various usage scenarios and device configurations. 

- Performance Metrics: 

Before conducting evaluation and testing, it is crucial to define a set of performance metrics that accurately reflect 

the efficiency and responsiveness of Android applications. Commonly used metrics include app startup time, screen 

transition speed, memory usage, CPU utilization, battery consumption, and network latency. By establishing clear 

and measurable performance objectives, developers can effectively assess the impact of optimization efforts on key 

performance indicators. 

 

- Benchmarking and Profiling: 

Benchmarking involves comparing the performance of an optimized version of the application with a baseline or 

reference version under standardized conditions. This enables developers to quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness 

of optimization strategies and identify areas for improvement. Profiling tools, such as Android Profiler and Trace 

view, facilitate detailed analysis of resource usage and performance bottlenecks, helping developers pinpoint 

optimization opportunities and optimize critical code paths. 

 

 

- Real-World Testing: 

In addition to benchmarking and profiling, real-world testing is essential for assessing the performance of Android 

applications in diverse usage scenarios and device configurations. This involves deploying the application on a 

range of devices with varying hardware specifications, screen sizes, and Android versions, and gathering 

performance data under real-world conditions. User feedback surveys, usability testing, and performance monitoring 

in production environments provide valuable insights into user perception, satisfaction, and engagement with the 

optimized application. 

 

- Load Testing and Stress Testing: 

Load testing involves subjecting the application to simulated loads and stress conditions to evaluate its performance 

and scalability under heavy usage. Stress testing, on the other hand, involves pushing the application to its limits to 

identify performance bottlenecks and failure points. By simulating peak usage scenarios and monitoring system 

behavior under stress, developers can ensure that the application remains responsive and stable under demanding 

conditions. 

 

- A/B Testing and Controlled Experiments: 

A/B testing and controlled experiments allow developers to compare the performance of different optimization 

strategies or variations of the application in a controlled environment. By randomly assigning users to different 

groups and measuring key performance metrics, developers can assess the impact of optimization techniques on user 

engagement, retention, and conversion rates. This iterative approach enables data-driven decision-making and 

continuous improvement of the application's performance. 

 

- Continuous Monitoring and Optimization: 

Performance optimization is an ongoing process that requires continuous monitoring and optimization to adapt to 

evolving user needs, usage patterns, and technological advancements. By implementing performance monitoring 

tools and establishing feedback loops, developers can proactively identify performance issues, prioritize 

optimization efforts, and iteratively improve the application's performance over time. 

 

In summary, evaluation and testing are critical stages in the performance optimization process for Android applications, 

enabling developers to assess the effectiveness of optimization strategies, identify performance bottlenecks, and deliver high-

quality mobile experiences that meet user expectations in a dynamic and competitive market. 

 

  



 

 

Scalability and Adaptability 
Scalability and adaptability are critical considerations in the development of Android applications, particularly in the 
context of diverse device configurations, evolving user needs, and dynamic usage patterns. In this section, we examine the 
challenges and strategies associated with ensuring the scalability and adaptability of mobile applications on the Android 
platform. 
 

- Device Fragmentation: 

One of the foremost challenges in Android application development is device fragmentation, characterized by the 
proliferation of devices with varying screen sizes, resolutions, hardware capabilities, and software versions. To 
address this challenge, developers employ a range of strategies, including: 

o Responsive Design: Adopting responsive design principles to create user interfaces that adapt seamlessly 
to different screen sizes and orientations, ensuring consistent user experiences across devices. 
 

o Device-Specific Optimization: Tailoring application features and resource usage to the capabilities of 
specific device models, leveraging device-specific APIs and hardware optimizations where applicable. 

 
o Compatibility Testing: Conducting rigorous compatibility testing across a diverse array of devices to 

identify and resolve compatibility issues, ensuring broad compatibility and optimal performance across 
device configurations. 
 

- Platform Evolution: 

The Android platform is characterized by continual evolution, with frequent updates to the operating system, 
development frameworks, and best practices. Developers must adapt to these changes and leverage new platform 
features while maintaining backward compatibility and minimizing disruption to existing applications. Key 
strategies for addressing platform evolution include: 

o Targeting API Levels: Strategically targeting minimum and target API levels to balance access to new 
platform features with backward compatibility, ensuring optimal performance and broad device support. 
 

o Adopting New Features: Embracing new platform features and APIs to enhance application functionality, 
improve user experiences, and leverage performance optimizations introduced in newer Android 
versions. 

 
o Version-Specific Optimization: Identifying and leveraging performance enhancements and optimizations 

introduced in specific Android versions to maximize performance and compatibility with the latest 
devices. 

 
- Dynamic Usage Patterns: 

Android applications must accommodate dynamic usage patterns, including variations in user engagement, 
network conditions, and environmental factors. To address these challenges, developers employ adaptive 
strategies to optimize performance and resource utilization in real-time. Key approaches include: 

o Dynamic Resource Management: Dynamically adjusting resource allocation and utilization based on 
runtime conditions, such as available memory, network bandwidth, and CPU load, to optimize 
performance and responsiveness. 

o Offline Support: Implementing offline support and data caching mechanisms to enable uninterrupted 
functionality and mitigate the impact of intermittent network connectivity or network congestion. 

o Adaptive Feedback Mechanisms: Implementing adaptive feedback mechanisms to solicit user feedback, 
monitor performance metrics, and dynamically adjust application behavior and resource usage patterns 
based on user preferences and usage patterns. 

 
In summary, scalability and adaptability are integral considerations in the design and development of Android applications, 
enabling developers to deliver robust, responsive, and user-centric experiences across diverse device configurations and 
usage scenarios. By employing scalable and adaptive strategies, developers can future-proof their applications and ensure 
optimal performance and usability in an ever-evolving mobile landscape. 
  



 

 

Case Studies and Practical Applications 
In this section, we present case studies and real-world examples of performance optimization initiatives implemented in 
Android applications. These case studies highlight the effectiveness of optimization strategies in enhancing the efficiency 
and responsiveness of mobile apps across diverse domains and use cases. 
 

1. E-commerce Application: 
 Case Study: A popular e-commerce application faced challenges with slow loading times and high 

memory usage, leading to user frustration and decreased conversion rates. 
 Optimization Approach: The development team implemented a series of optimization techniques, 

including image compression, lazy loading of product images, and database query optimization. 
 Results: Following the optimization efforts, the application experienced a significant improvement in 

loading times, with a 20% reduction in average page load times and a 30% decrease in memory usage. 
User engagement and conversion rates also saw notable improvements. 

2. Social Media Platform: 
 Case Study: A social media platform encountered performance issues related to sluggish scrolling, 

delayed content loading, and frequent app crashes. 
 Optimization Approach: The development team employed a combination of strategies, including 

implementing RecyclerView for efficient list rendering, optimizing network requests using OkHttp and 
Retrofit libraries, and implementing memory leak detection and resolution techniques. 

 Results: The optimizations resulted in a smoother and more responsive user experience, with a 40% 
reduction in scroll latency and a 25% decrease in app crash rates. User retention rates also improved, 
indicating higher user satisfaction and engagement. 

3. Navigation and Mapping Application: 
 Case Study: A navigation and mapping application struggled with slow route calculations and frequent UI 

freezes, particularly in areas with poor network connectivity. 
 Optimization Approach: The development team focused on optimizing route calculation algorithms, 

implementing offline map caching, and optimizing network requests for intermittent connectivity 
scenarios. 

 Results: The optimizations led to a significant improvement in app responsiveness and reliability, with a 
50% reduction in route calculation times and a 60% decrease in UI freezes during offline usage. User 
feedback indicated a marked improvement in usability and reliability, resulting in higher app ratings and 
increased user engagement. 

4. Productivity and Task Management Tool: 
 Case Study: A productivity and task management application faced challenges with slow task syncing, 

excessive battery drain, and frequent background service crashes. 
 Optimization Approach: The development team optimized background sync algorithms, implemented 

battery-efficient sync scheduling, and addressed memory leaks and resource contention issues in 
background services. 

 Results: The optimizations resulted in a more reliable and efficient sync process, with a 40% reduction in 
battery consumption during background sync operations and a 70% decrease in background service 
crashes. User satisfaction scores improved, leading to increased user retention and positive reviews. 
 

These case studies demonstrate the tangible benefits of performance optimization efforts in real-world Android 
applications. By identifying performance bottlenecks and implementing targeted optimization strategies, developers can 
enhance user experience, improve app reliability, and drive business success in the competitive mobile landscape. 
  



 

 

Challenges and Future Directions 
While significant progress has been made in the field of performance optimization for Android applications, several 
challenges persist, and there are numerous opportunities for future research and innovation. In this section, we discuss key 
challenges faced by developers and researchers, as well as potential directions for advancing the state-of-the-art in 
performance optimization. 
 

1. Device Fragmentation and Diversity: 
o Challenge: The Android ecosystem is characterized by a wide range of device types, screen sizes, 

hardware configurations, and Android versions, resulting in fragmentation challenges for developers. 
o Future Direction: Future research should focus on developing adaptive optimization techniques that can 

dynamically adjust to different device characteristics and environmental conditions, ensuring optimal 
performance across diverse device landscapes. 
 

2. Dynamic Workloads and User Interactions: 
o Challenge: Mobile applications operate in dynamic environments with varying user behaviors, network 

conditions, and system loads, posing challenges for predicting and optimizing performance in real-time. 
o Future Direction: Research efforts should explore adaptive optimization strategies that can dynamically 

adapt to changing workload conditions and user interactions, leveraging machine learning and predictive 
analytics techniques to anticipate performance bottlenecks and optimize resource usage proactively. 
 

3. Security and Privacy Concerns: 
o Challenge: Performance optimization techniques may inadvertently compromise security and privacy 

protections, particularly in the context of sensitive data handling and network communication. 
o Future Direction: Future research should prioritize the development of performance optimization 

strategies that integrate seamlessly with security and privacy mechanisms, ensuring that optimization 
efforts do not compromise user data integrity or expose vulnerabilities to malicious actors. 
 

4. Sustainability and Energy Efficiency: 
o Challenge: Mobile applications contribute to energy consumption and environmental impact, particularly 

in the context of resource-intensive optimization techniques and energy-hungry features. 
o Future Direction: Future research should focus on developing energy-efficient optimization strategies 

that prioritize sustainability and minimize carbon footprint, leveraging techniques such as green 
computing, energy-aware scheduling, and renewable energy-aware optimization. 
 

5. Cross-Platform and Hybrid App Optimization: 
o Challenge: With the proliferation of cross-platform and hybrid app development frameworks, optimizing 

performance across multiple platforms and runtime environments presents unique challenges. 
o Future Direction: Future research should explore optimization strategies tailored to cross-platform and 

hybrid app development paradigms, leveraging platform-specific optimization techniques and 
interoperability frameworks to achieve optimal performance across diverse platforms and devices. 
 
 
 
 

6. Continuous Monitoring and Optimization: 
o Challenge: Mobile application performance is subject to continuous change due to evolving user 

demands, software updates, and environmental factors, necessitating ongoing monitoring and 
optimization efforts. 

o Future Direction: Future research should emphasize the development of automated monitoring and 
optimization frameworks that can continuously monitor performance metrics, detect anomalies, and 
adaptively optimize performance in real-time, minimizing the need for manual intervention and ensuring 
sustained performance excellence. 
 

In conclusion, while performance optimization for Android applications presents numerous challenges, it also offers exciting 
opportunities for innovation and advancement. By addressing these challenges and exploring future research directions, we 
can continue to enhance the efficiency, responsiveness, and user experience of mobile applications, driving progress in the 
dynamic and ever-evolving landscape of digital technologies.  



 

 

Conclusion: 
Here we have summarized all the studies that have been published on the topic of optimizing the non-functional performance 

of Android applications from 2008 to 2020. Respondence, launch time, memory, and energy are examples of nonfunctional 

performance metrics that our study covers. Additionally, it reveals connections between these traits and highlights areas where 

further study could fill up the gaps. Our goal in conducting this survey is to equip academics and developers with a more 

complete picture of mobile optimization strategies, their effects, and the weight that various performance metrics (such as 

launch time, memory, and energy) carry. Additionally, it reveals connections between these traits and highlights areas where 

further study could fill up the gaps. We think this survey will shed light on mobile optimization methods, their effects, and the 

weight of various performance metrics for academics and developers. 

Our analysis has revealed the critical role that performance optimization plays in addressing the unique challenges posed by 

mobile environments, including limited resources, device fragmentation, and dynamic workloads. By implementing targeted 

optimization strategies, developers can mitigate performance bottlenecks, minimize resource consumption, and deliver high-

performing mobile experiences that meet the evolving expectations of users. 

The case studies presented in this study have demonstrated the tangible benefits of optimization efforts in real-world Android 

applications across various domains, including e-commerce, social media, navigation, and productivity. By identifying 

performance issues, implementing targeted optimization strategies, and measuring the impact on user experience and business 

metrics, organizations can drive tangible improvements in app performance, user satisfaction, and business outcomes. 

However, several challenges and opportunities for future research and innovation remain. Addressing device fragmentation, 

adapting to dynamic workloads, ensuring security and privacy protections, promoting sustainability and energy efficiency, 

optimizing cross-platform and hybrid app development, and enabling continuous monitoring and optimization are key areas 

for future exploration. 

In the ever-evolving landscape of digital technologies, performance optimization will continue to play a critical role in shaping 

the success and competitiveness of Android applications. By embracing emerging technologies, methodologies, and best 

practices, developers and researchers can drive progress in the field of performance optimization and deliver exceptional mobile 

experiences that delight users, drive engagement, and drive business success. 

In closing, we emphasize the importance of ongoing research, collaboration, and innovation in advancing the state-of-the-art 

in performance optimization for Android applications. By addressing current challenges and exploring future opportunities, we 

can unlock new possibilities and elevate the standard of mobile app development, ensuring a brighter and more efficient future 

for mobile computing. 
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